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Get show-stopping results with the half-rectangle triangle--step-by-step how-to photos guide the way.
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Goltikree
I like how this book breaks out the individual blocks but it does not have much for projects, just
some photos of other people's finished quilt which are difficult to interpret. A good starter book but

a beginner/intermediate quilter (I am the latter) will definitely need more than just this one book.
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The Sphinx of Driz
Since there is no book description to-date, I guess I'll be the one to tell you: This book is a
companion to the template set by the same name. The template set is NOT included but can be
ordered (from the author) for $60, plus another $20 if you want a holder for them. The book relies on
your buying the templates. It gives tracings of each in the back, so you could make your own, but as
most quilters know, there is a big difference between homemade sheet-plastic templates and lasercut plexi-templates, both in accuracy and safety. Just be aware: an additional purchase is almost
certainly required with this book!! I wish they'd said that up front, and I'd have passed on this one.
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PC-rider
This is just what I needed to help build up my quilting template collection. Good price even with the
shipping.
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Whitebinder
I couldn't hardly wait for this book to come. Christmas present from my Secret Santa. It's everything
I was hoping for. Great information, lots of wonderful ideas and pictures, and thorough instructions.
A good book for all quilters. Shipper was one of the best. Used book was NEW.
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Oreavi
I love those angles. Want to see them in my quilt soon.
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Pedora
Took her class, hooked on her methods, and using her templates/rulers the book is a huge help!!!
Fun, Fun Fun
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Loved the way these quilts work out. It really isn't difficult to make the templates yourself, if you're
used to making templates. Accuracy is just a matter of measure, check, and recheck!
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